CMAHC 2015 Biennial Conference Agenda

Tuesday, 10/6

7:15-8am: Registration

8-9am: Opening
   Administration and appreciation
   State of the MAHC 2015

9-10am: Section 1 CR discussion: (4, 12, 13, 18/18A)
   (“#/A indicates submitter did not agree with TRC changes so both posted—will be discussed together)

   Format for Change Request (CR) Section presentations (1 hour/Section)
   a. 5 min intro to each CR or combined CRs
   b. 5 min TRC review for each CR or combined CRs
   c. 20 minutes comment/chat room review
      i. Requesting users only send pro, con, or improvement suggestions
         1. Not intended to be a yes/no vote or straw poll

10-11am: Section 2 CR discussion (22, 24, 26, 27/27A)
   (“#/A indicates submitter did not agree with TRC changes so both posted—will be discussed together)

11-noon: Section 3 CR discussion: (28, 30, 33, 34)

Noon-1pm: -----Lunch (on your own)

1-2pm  Caucus time
   Group to split into sections mentioned (Public Health, Manufacturers/Suppliers, Designers/Builders,
   Management/Staff)

2-3pm: Section 4 CR (39, 44, 48, 50)

3-4pm: Section 5 CR (51, 52, 56/58/99/156)
   (“/” indicates combined presentation due to similar content pertaining to administrative guidance
deletions)

4-5pm: Section 6 CR (63, 74, 75/75A, 77)
   (“#/A indicates submitter did not agree with TRC changes so both posted—will be discussed together)
5-6pm: Section 7 CR (78, 79, 88, 89)

6-7pm: ----Dinner (on your own)

7-9pm: Caucus time

Wednesday, 10/7

7:15-8am: Registration

8-9am: Section 8 CR (80/81/82A/82B/152, 94/95/96, 101)
   (“#/A indicates submitter did not agree with TRC changes so both posted—will be discussed together)
   (“/” indicates combined presentation due to similar content) 80-152 involves cyanurate levels; 94-96 involves signage, emergency personnel

9-10am: Section 9 CR (107, 117, 118/122, 119)
   (“/” indicates combined presentation due to similar content) 118/122 involves lifeguard supervisor training

10-11am: Section 10 CR (124, 127, 128, 134/135)
   (“#/A indicates submitter did not agree with TRC changes so both posted—will be discussed together)
   (“/” indicates combined presentation due to similar content) 134/135 involves remote safety monitoring system

11-noon: Section 11 CR (137/137A, 138/138A/139)
   (“/” indicates combined presentation due to similar content) 138/139 involves illness or injury reporting time to AHJ

Noon-1pm---- Lunch (on your own)

1-2pm: Section 12 CR (144, 147, 148/149, 150)
   (“/” indicates combined presentation due to similar content) 148/149 involves signage discussion

2-3pm: Caucus

3-4:15pm: Facilitated open floor discussion
   Discuss CR or other issues

4:15-5pm: CMAHC Business discussion
   Process for comment, revision, voting. CMAHC governance issues and thoughts, evaluation, adjournment

5pm: Conference ends